
Short term – 12 months 
Objective Action Measure Resource Other HR projects 

Recruit for potential not 
perfection by reviewing 
and improving aspects 
of our recruitment 
process to increase 
diversity of candidate 
pool and new hires 

·Recruitment training for managers - what it means to be a good recruitment 
manager at GOSH including content on unconscious bias
·Review advert copy guidelines. Add a line to encourage applicants from 
underrepresented groups. 
·Review JD person spec guidelines. Set standard bullet points in person spec 
that we expect all staff to have e.g. excellent communication skills, openess
·Remove where possible need for degree/higher education
·Review interview question bank - introduce recruitment for difference by 
asking every candidate what they bring is different
·Add content on our approach D&I to charity website/careers page 
·Remove question on current salary in application form

·Improvement in D&I metrics
·Improvement in Glassdoor/Indeed 
employer reviews
·More speculative applications
·More people registering for our job alerts

·HR team 
·Line managers
·Digital 
Engagement
·Uptree/extern
al organisation 

·Employer Brand 
·Recruitment 
training 
·Wider TNA/L&D 
offering 
·Reward project 
·Apprenticeships 
·Internships

·Improve on previous work done on Internship programme - work with 
Uptree or organisation similar to promote our internships to students from 
non-traditional backgrounds

·More diverse applicant pool

Comprehensive 
monitoring and 
reporting on D&I 
metrics the charity

·Create and develop template/resources to track diversity data throughout 
each stage of the recruitment process - application source, shortlist, 
interview stage, offer
·Introduce a question on D&I in YV and pulse check surveys 
·Analyse exit interview question on understanding & appreciating differences

·Less manual manipulation of D&I data
·Understanding of what stage barriers 
appear in recruitment process
·Solid basis of data upon which to monitor 
and improve moving 

·HR team
·Mygosh
·ATS

·Metrics more 
generally
·YV and pulse check 
surveys

Lead by example - SLT & 
other senior leader 
championing D&I

·D&I included Leadership behaviours
·Senior leaders having a full understanding 
of what D&I means, and their role
·Senior leaders actively championing and 
promoting activities

·HR team 
·SLT & senior 
leaders across 
the charity 

·Leadership 
behaviours
·Coaching
·Culture champions

Celebrating, 
communicating and 
promoting the charity's 
approach to equality, 
diversity and inclusion 
to all staff (current and 
potential)

·Putting D&I on the agenda for pre-exisiting working groups in the charity 
·D&I lunch and learn - either with chairs from forum groups at the hospital or 
someone significant in the field
·Publicise and encourage staff to participate in the hospital's D&I forums 

·Increased understanding and awareness 
across the charity of what D&I means at 
GOSH 
·Reps & Culture Champions suggesting 
projects that will help improve D&I 
·Employees comfortable to talk openly 
about D&I
·High attendance at Lunch and Learn 
·Charity employees taking part in hospital 
forums 
·Positive anecdotal feedback 

·HR team 
·Reps & Culture 
Champions
·Hospital forum 
chairs
·Internal 
comms 

·Reps & Culture 
Champions 
·Projects that 
involve engagement 
with the hospital?
·Employer Brand
·Health & Wellbeing 
·Loop page refresh

Knowledgeable, expert, 
industry leading HR 
team 

·HR team to feel comfortable discussing the wider research around D&I, and 
knowledgeable on the area. Attend specific training?
·Sharing articles/research/journals, attending seminars, webinars etc within 
the team

·Improved knowledge in the area
·Ability to articulate and answer questions 
on our approach 

·HR team 
Employer Brand 



Medium term – 2-3 years Objective Action Measure Resource Other HR projects 

Recruit for potential not 
perfection by reviewing 
and improving aspects of 
our recruitment process 
to increase diversity of 
candidate pool and new 
hires 

·Continue to review and embed recruitment process
·Encourage more proactive communication of 
flexible working/core hours & job share 
opportunities
·Review our PSL and individual agency's approach. 
Include a D&I clause in our T&C's, asking them to 
commit to using ethical sourcing methods and 
providing most diverse shortlist possible
·Increase use of social media channels for adverts -
research shows these are most diverse channels in 
terms of reach 

·Improvement in D&I metrics
·Improvement in gender pay gap figures 
·Hiring managers needing less guidance
·Managers more receptive to job shares/different working 
patterns 
·Reduced recruitment spend 
·Less agencies on our PSL and improved relationships with 
remaining agencies 

·HR team 
·Line managers
·Digital Engagement
·Recruitment 
agencies
·Uptree/external 
organisation 
·YPF

·Employer Brand 
·Recruitment training 
·Wider TNA/L&D 
offering 
·Reward project 
·Apprenticeships 
·Internships

·True apprenticeships - educating line managers
·Managers open to discussing roles being undertaken by an 
apprentice,  and suggesting suitable roles

·Internships - continue to review and embed ·Seeing interns return/apply for permanent roles

·Work Experience - introduce a more formal work 
experience programme, designed to introduce 
fundraising sector to young people 

·Establish relationships with YPF/schools/colleges/facilitation 
organisations 

Comprehensive 
monitoring and reporting 
on D&I metrics the 
charity

·Review and develop reporting capabilities 
·Sharing of data with SLT/Trustees
·Use data to inform other D&I activites 
·Continue to include question on D&I in surveys and 
analyse exit interview data

·Improvement in ease of reporting
·Data being used for multiple purposes
·Positive improvement in survey and exit interview data 

·HR team
·Mygosh
·ATS

·Metrics more generally
·YV and pulse check 
surveys

Lead by example - SLT & 
other senior leader 
championing D&I

Continue to embed leadership behaviours
·Ask senior leaders to sign up to ACEVO Charity 
Leader principles or some similar kind of pledge. 
Potentially write our own?

·Senior leaders actively championing and promoting D&I 
activities
·Senior leaders actively challenging bias and inappropriate 
behaviours

·HR team 
·SLT & senior 
leaders across the 
charity 

·Leadership behaviours
·Coaching
·Culture champions

Celebrating, 
communicating and 
promoting the charity's 
approach to equality, 
diversity and inclusion to 
all staff (current and 
potential)

Reps & Culture Champions continue to actively work 
on improving D&I
·Continue to publicise and encourage staff to 
participate in the hospital's D&I forums 

Reps & Culture Champions defaulting less to HR
·More charity employees taking part in hospital forums 
·Employees sharing more openly - e.g. blogs on the loop, and 
in Spotlight articles 
·Positive anecdotal feedback

·HR team 
·Reps & Culture 
Champions
·Hospital forum 
chairs
·Internal comms 

·Reps & Culture 
Champions 
·Employer Brand
·Health & Wellbeing 
·Loop page refresh

Knowledgeable, expert, 
industry leading HR team 

·Speaking about our experiences at HR events 
(Charity's HR network, IoF, Third Sector etc)
·Publication of our strategy/initiatives in trade press

·Invited to speak at industry events
·Being asked questions on our approach by other 
organisations 

·HR team 
Employer Brand 



Long term – 3 years plus  
Objective Action Measure Resource Other HR projects 

Recruit for potential not 
perfection by reviewing 
and improving aspects of 
our recruitment process to 
increase diversity of 
candidate pool and new 
hires 

·Continue to review and embed recruitment 
processes
·Introduce blind CV shortlisting  

·Improvement in D&I metrics
·Hiring managers needing less guidance on process 
Reduced recruitment spend 
·Less agencies on our PSL and improved relationships with remaining 
agencies 

·HR team 
·Line managers
·Digital Engagement
·Recruitment agencies
·Uptree/external 
organisation 
·YPF

·Employer Brand 
·Recruitment training 
·Wider TNA/L&D offering 
·Reward project 
·Apprenticeships 
·Internships

·True apprenticeships - hiring 
Managers embracing hiring of apprentices and asking for roles to be 
apprenticeships 

· Internships - continue to review and embed Seeing interns return/apply for permanent roles

·Work Experience - continue to review and 
embed

·Established relationships with ·YPF/schools/colleges/facilitation 
organisations
·Seeing work experience students return/apply

Comprehensive monitoring 
and reporting on D&I 
metrics the charity

·Review and develop reporting capabilities 
·Sharing of data with staff more widely -
publish on our careers page?
·Use data to inform other D&I activities 
·Continue to include question on D&I in 
surveys and analyse exit interview data

·Improvement in ease of reporting
·Data being used for multiple purposes
·Positive improvement in survey and exit interview data 
·Managers putting it in their objectives to improve team's D&I
·Staff engaging with the data - asking questions 

·HR team
·Mygosh
·ATS

·Metrics more generally
·YV and pulse check 
surveys

Lead by example - SLT & 
other senior leaders 
championing D&I

·Continue to embed leadership behaviours

·Senior leaders actively championing and promoting D&I activities. 
Suggesting new activities
·Senior leaders actively challenging bias and inappropriate 
behaviours

·HR team 
·SLT & senior leaders 
across the charity 

·Leadership behaviors
·Coaching
·Culture champions

Celebrating, communicating 
and promoting the charity's 
approach to equality, diversity 
and inclusion to all staff 
(current and potential)

Reps & Culture Champions continue to actively 
work on improving D&I 
·Creation of charity D&I forum 
·D&I blog on the loop 

Reps & Culture Champions owning projects that will help improve 
D&I 
·Employees signing up to be part of the forum 
·Employees sharing more openly/ask difficult questions 
·Positive anecdotal feedback 

·HR team 
·Reps & Culture 
Champions
·Hospital forum chairs
·Internal comms 

·Reps & Culture 
Champions 
·Employer Brand
·Health & Wellbeing 
·Loop page refresh

Knowledgeable, expert, 
industry leading HR team 

·Writing and sharing case studies on our 
activities and the outcome
·Apply for relevant industry awards and/or 
certification e.g Stonewall/UKIED

·Invited to speak at industry events
·Being asked questions on our approach by other organisations 
·Win awards/successful accreditation 

·HR team 
Employer Brand 


